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Setting: Planning the content 
of a technical presentation.
 Place?
 Time?
 Participants?
 Purpose?
 Type of action 
by the listeners?
   
Setting: Planning the content 
of a technical presentation.
 Listeners?
 Experience and training?
 Interests?
 Benefits?
   
Setting: Planning the content 
of a technical presentation.
 Informative purpose.
 Instructional purpose.
 Persuasive purpose.
   
Setting: Planning the content 
of a technical presentation.
 Research.
 Buy.
 Modify.
   
Strategy: Choosing a dramatic 
shape.
 The selection of the appropriate 
organisational principle can give a 
dramatic shape to your presentation.
   
Strategy: Choosing a dramatic 
shape.
 Thesis.
   
Strategy: Choosing a dramatic 
shape.
 Disaster.
   
Strategy: Choosing a dramatic 
shape.
 Problem.
   
Strategy: Choosing a dramatic 
shape.
 Puzzle.
   
Strategy: Choosing a dramatic 
shape.
 Comparison/contrast.
   
Strategy: Choosing a dramatic 
shape.
 Ninepins.
   
Strategic approaches.
RQPNinepins
ONMComparison
LKJPuzzle
IHGProblem
FEDDisaster
CBAThesis
ModifyBuyResearch
   
Performance.
Spontaneity
Volume
Pacing Gestures andposture
Eye contact
Verbal 
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Timing
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Reviewing arrangements.
 Title of 
presentation?
 Nature of the 
occasion?
 Audio­visual 
facilities?
 Time for 
exposition?
 Time for 
discussion?
